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Dear Parent / Carer
Welcome to the inaugural edition of our new
academy magazine.

Mrs M Wilkinson

This and future publications, will document and
celebrate the many successes of the pupils and staff
at Our Lady and St Bede Catholic Academy as well as
providing a platform for the sharing of updates and general information.
It seems more important now than ever to take the time to celebrate the
many achievements and successes of our pupils within and beyond our
school community and that is why we have taken the decision to distribute
our first edition electronically.
Our ongoing commitment to providing the best academic, emotional, social
and spiritual experience for every child in our care remains at the heart of
everything we do and is documented in the many articles and news stories in
this magazine.

Donna Burns
Deputy Head teacher: Achievement,
Staffing and Standards

Anne-Marie Stephenson
Assistant Head teacher:
Pastoral and Designated
Safeguarding Lead

Megan Daley
Assistant Head teacher: Catholic Life,
Teaching and Learning, CPD

Carly Rhodes
Assistant Head teacher:
Pupil Support, Community
Development and
Communication

Matthew McAuley
Assistant Head teacher:
Curriculum Development, tracking
and timetabling

Nicola Calendar
Business Manager:
Support Staff, Buildings
and Finance

Nicky Cecere
Head of English and
Literacy Lead

INTRODUCTION TO PASTORAL TEAM

I hope our first edition gives you a flavour of the vibrant and exciting
opportunities young people in Our Lady and St Bede’s experience and thank
you for your continued support and hope you all stay safe and well.
Hope you enjoy…
Katie Daromody
Head of Year 11

Best wishes
Mo Wilkinson
Head teacher

Adam Gibbons
Head of Yr9 and Climate
for Learning Lead

Carrie Hellens
Head of Year 10

Megan Russell
Head of Year 8
Pauline Wilson- Deputy Safeguarding Lead (KS3)
Jackie Devine- Deputy Safeguarding Lead (KS4)

Jackie Egan
Head of Year 7
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INTRODUCTION TO SENIOR LEADERSHIP TEAM
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CATHOLIC LIFE

Pupils came together to support our annual McMillan Coffee Morning. So
many delicious cakes and treats were brought in by both pupils and staff on
the day. The pupils of Our Lady and St. Bede are so generous to this special
charity and lots of money was raised for this special cause.

SAINTS DAY BREAKFAST
Once a year every form has the
opportunity to come together for their
Saints Day Breakfast. Pupils enjoy toasted
Tea - cakes and hot chocolate. Each form
has a responsibility to create either a
prayer card, music, or a reflection on their
saint. This helps pupils to know that they
are not alone in school and that lots of
people belong to their same form saint.

FRIDAY MASS
Mass is celebrated once a fortnight every Friday morning at 8.30am in the school
chapel. Our first Mass back after half term will be Friday 1st May, everyone is welcome
to attend.

PARISH LINKS
Mrs Wilkinson and our school chaplain Elizabeth Welsh have been spending time
visiting all our parishes in Stockton over the last few weeks. This has given the
opportunity for Mrs Wilkinson to be able to introduce herself. Lots of people in the
parishes said hello and welcomed Mrs Wilkinson to Stockton.

SVP
Every Friday, I attend the Youth SVP club
in the Chapel, ran by the chaplain Liz and
Mr Storer. This is where we try and help
out with our local community as well as
events in our school, such as the Christmas hampers and Lenten fairs. I have
been attending this club since it started
in Year 8, and I have really enjoyed the
things I’ve got to do in the club - I always
like really getting involved and this gives
me a great chance to do that.
Alex Paine- Yr10

FAITH IN ACTION

CATHOLIC LIFE

MACMILLAN COFFEE MORNING

We started faith in action in
September, we came to a
meeting to discuss and find
out more about the award.
A girl in year 9 ‘Skye’ told
us about her pilgrimage to
Walsingham and the journey
she has experienced with the
faith in action group.
We have picked phrases from
the Gospel that were
meaningful to us and how we can live them out in our daily lives. Another girls ‘Freya’
in year 10 showed and explained to us how to look at the world around us through
God’s and other people’s eyes. We have also looked at the work of CAFOD and the
wonderful work they do. At the moment group one have visited a care home near our
school, they had tea with the residents then spent time chatting and getting to know
them, towards the end of the evening we sang our school song for them and received
a round of applause. Group two are looking forwards to their visit very soon.
Tanisha Kanara, Bell Cross, Isabelle Wild, Ella Grace Martin, Abbie Jinks
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BAR MOCK TRIALS
On Saturday 23rd November, me and Evie
wells travelled to the Newcastle Crown
courts with a group of y11’s to partake in
the Bar Mock trial. My job as the court
reporter was to sit in on the Acosta drug
trial and create notes about it to then
later make a report about everything that
took place. It was an amazing opportunity
because I was able to see what future
careers are on offer and get feel for a
higher position I will be taking next year.

BBC ROADSHOW
On Monday 20th January
all of our students took part
in a BBC Bitesize Careers
Roadshow where they were
given a valuable insight into
careers in creative industries
such as Radio, Film and
Drama and Graphic Design.

BUZZ WORKSHOP
Polar Bear? Sea Horse? Koala Bear?
Panther? Tawny Owl? Seal? Eagle?
Clown Fish? Barn Owl? Dolphin?
Falcon? Lion? Black Bear? Teddy
Bear? Tiger? Cat? What type of
Career Animal are you? On Friday 7th
February our Y10s took part in “The
Buzz” which helped them to identify
their own personality traits and
importantly how this can influence
the type of career they could excel
in.

- Kelis Brannan Yr10

CAREERS IN AVIATION
Several Y10 students and myself were given the opportunity to visit Stockton
Riverside College to discover more about jobs associated with aviation. There were
many speakers including an airport Security Manager from Teesside International
Airport, a woman working within Air traffic Control a Brand Champion for Jet2
Airlines. Overall we
enjoyed the morning
and took away lots of
information on the
requirements and variety
of possibilities aviation
offers. The insight we
were given on different
roles has helped us to
discover paths we may
choose to take for our
own future college
courses and careers.
- Rebecca Y10- PLT Head- Environment

CAREERS

CAREERS

In our drive to make Careers Education
Information Advice and Guidance more
prominent across the school we have rebranded
our CEIAG provision and every classroom now has
a dedicated subject specific careers noticeboard.
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MENTAL HEALTH DROP DOWN DAY
The Social Pupil Leadership Team decided
they would like to see a whole school focus on Mental Health in Half Term 3. Each
week we looked at a number of common
mental health issues, including depression, anxiety and body-image. On the last
day of the half term we had a ’drop-down’
day, which was truly
inspirational. The pupils created a Vlog on
their chosen mental health topic, and also
completed a wellness booklet.

PUPIL LEADERSHIP

Introduction to Pupil Leadership Team:
Mary-Kate Bousfield - Community Head
Isobelle Buckley - Social Head (Anti-Bully/ Mental Health)
Kelis Brannan – Social Head (Pupil Rewards)
Alex Paine - Communication
Rebecca Wilson - Environment
Freya Whitehouse - Sites

AUTUMN FUN DAY

A huge thank you to our key speakers: Tricia McGinley; Hazel Chance, from The
Road Centre, a leading provider of therapeutic interventions in the field of
emotional and psychological health; and Dr Manoj Karishna, the founder of The
Human Enquiry Project, a not-for-profit project which aims to bring the benefits of
understanding ourselves and how our minds work to everyone.

ST JOHN PAUL II AWARDS
Our worship choir sang at the St John Paul II Awards, Hilton Hotel Gateshead. Abigail
Smith, in Year 11, also shared with everyone a reflection on what it means to be a
young person of faith. We are all super proud of the pupils today!
On Thursday of half term a group of Year 10 pupils helped lead the Autumn
Fun Day. We carved pumpkins, decorated biscuits and created autumn masks.
The day was really fun and was enjoyed by everyone. The pumpkins looked
fantastic when lit at the end of the day. We wanted to say a huge thank you to
everyone who helped in the run up and on the day!

ADVENT FUN DAY
Before Christmas we invite 120 Yr5 pupils in from four of our feeder primary schools.
The day was lead by the Pupil Leadership Team, who organised games; led the
primary school pupils in praise and worship; and facilitated a workshop on the
Christmas narrative.

PUPIL LEADERSHIP

In September we re-launched the Pupil Leadership Team. 48 pupils were
successful in their application and make up 5 different teams: Community,
Social, Environment, Sites and Communication.
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Y10 MOCK EXAMS

Well done to the 25 pupils who have all had 100% attendance in Year 11. This is a
fantastic achievement, as research has shown that a 10% drop in attendance
(equivalent to 19 ½ days in a school year) can mean a one grade drop at GCSE. From
Year 7-11 two pupils in the year have managed to have full attendance from Y7-11,
which is exemplary. Congratulations to William Fraser and Kerry Heslop.

After Christmas, Year 10 sat their first set of Mock GCSE examinations. The behaviour of the
pupils in the exam hall was exemplary with pupils working diligently throughout their exams.
Staff were particularly proud of how well Year 10 approached their first set of exams and
some of the incredible results which were achieved. As a special reward for their success,
Year 10 had a free breakfast of sausage and bacon buns in the last week of half term.
Well done Year 10 – keep up the good work!

POST-16 OPTIONS

EVIE WELLS

In preparation for their next step after Our Lady & St Bede, Year 11 students have
been busy deliberating over their post-16 options. Speakers from Middlesbrough
College, Carmel College and Stockton Sixth Form have delivered assemblies to pupils
to help them with this difficult decision.

Evie Wells has had her work selected to be displayed in the Tate
Modern London. This is an amazing achievement and we are all
incredibly proud of her- well done Evie!

Students listened to an assembly delivered by Middlesbrough College where they
learnt about the fantastic range of courses on offer. Lots of students are applying
to study courses in Electrical Engineering and Computer Programming. Well done
to Paige Kell, who was picked as the winner of Middlesbrough College’s prize draw.
Paige has won 2 tickets to see The 1975 in Concert.
Stockton Sixth Form College spoke to students about the convenience of attending
a college so close to their current school and students were thrilled to see so many
faces of students they recognised in the prospectus. Well done to Charlie Johnson,
who was picked as the winner of the Stockton Sixth Form December Open Evening
competition. Charlie is the winner of a set of Beats headphones.
Students also heard from Our Lady & St Bede Alumni Mia Ainsley, who has been
enjoying her time at Carmel College since September 2019. As this was also Miss
Daley’s choice of sixth form, it was a great opportunity for students to find out two
first-hand experiences of college life at Carmel.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACHIEVEMENTS
As the Year 11s prepare for the final GCSE exams the
effort they are putting into their studies is fantastic.
Pupils are still managing to balance this with
dedication to their extra-curricular commitments as
well.
In particular, Abigail Smith is showing true leadership
in her role outside of school as a Corporal in Army
Cadets where she has achieved the accolade of 3 star
training cadet. Well done Abigail!

SPORTING ACHIEVEMENTS
We have had some incredible sporting achievements in Year 10
this year. We are confident we have some future sportsmen and
sportswomen in our year who will continue to make us very proud for
years to come:

YEAR 10 ACHIEVEMENTS

YEAR 11 ACHIEVEMENTS

100% ATTENDANCE

Ashley MacCarthy
Ashley MacCarthy has been attending Middlesbrough FC on day release each week for a few
years now. We were delighted to hear in January that Ashley had signed his first contract with
Middlesbrough! This means that when Ashley leaves us following his GCSEs, he will start work
with Middlesbrough college on a two-year apprenticeship. During his apprenticeship, Ashley will
complete a Level 3 BTEC Extended Diploma in Sport (3 A level); Level 2 FA Coaching Award.
Alongside all of this, Ashley will continue to play football and travel across Europe playing competitive fixtures. Ashley’s young career is mapped out from 16 – 18, and after that… well we can’t wait
to hear what comes next. We know Middlesbrough FC are so proud of you Ashley and we are too!
Christian Okoronkwo
A huge well done to Christian Okoronkwo, who currently plays for Stockton Rugby Club. He was
selected for represent Durham County U15s against Northumberland on Sunday 23rd February
where Christian scored! As well as this, Christian has been given the opportunity to go on trials
with the Newcastle Falcons! Well done Christian – we’re so proud!
Jack Walmsley
Jack recently represented and flew the flag for British Taekwondo representing England in Italy at
the start of February. Jack didn’t have an easy competition, as he had to fight above his age and
weight range, but still earned a Silver Medal. Great job Jack – we’re very proud of you!
Lois Rowland
Congratulations to Lois Rowland, who has played for Stockton Rugby Club for 3 seasons and who
has been selected to represent Durham County Rugby U15 Girls. Lois has just played her debut
game for the county. We are incredibly proud of you!

Well done to the Year 9 form classes so far in their delivery of the Form
Assemblies. The standard has been outstanding. Forms have been able to
get important messages across in the most creative and articulate manner. Humour has been mixed with a sense of seriousness to create a great
climate in which the assemblies have taken place.
A big well done goes to the following pupils, who have gained the most
class charts positive points within Year 9 so far this year. To reach the top
five shows an amazing commitment to learning and positive approach to
school life. Well done to all pupils who are regularly getting positive points
in recognition of their achievements, both in the classroom environment
and also extra-curricular.
Florrie

Moore

9 St Bede

212

Faye

Greenwood

9 St P&P

187

Rose

Miller

9 St Mary

174

Thomas

Greenwood

9 St Mary

170

Ted

McIntosh

9 St J

170

OPTIONS
Year 9s are currently deciding which option subjects they would like to study for
GCSE in Year 10 and 11. On Tuesday 4th February all pupils and parents had the
opportunity to listen to a very informative presentation from Mr McAuley around
what was happening in colleges, university and employment, and the logistics around
choosing the actual options.
Pupils and parents were then able to visit and speak with the teachers regarding
subjects they were interested in taking. Valuable and in-depth information was given
to pupils and parents to help inform their decision.

YEAR 8 ST BEDE
St Bede started our year of form
class assemblies and set the
bar incredibly high! They sent a
strong message about the
importance of our police force
and the work that they do for
our community. The assembly
went down very well, and we
were treated to the acting debut
of three of our rising stars.
Adam, Tida and Lynden, who
showed great leadership and
bravery when they performed in
front of their year group.
Well done boys!

RYAN KAZADI
Ryan plays football for Stockton Town Football Club and recently had a trial for
Sheffield United Academy. Ryan will hopefully hear back in the next two weeks. We
wish him all the luck in the world! We are so proud of Ryan and his achievements in
football, well done Ryan.

LOUISHA OKORONKWO
Louisha is the captain of our netball team and regularly wins ‘Player of the Match’,
she leads the school team well and shows her passion for the game.
Louisha is also captain of her Stockton Rugby team, she has only been playing rugby
for a little over a year but has managed to gain captaincy and player of the match
several times. Well done Louisha!

YEAR 8 ACHIEVEMENTS

YEAR 9 ACHIEVEMENTS
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YEAR 7 ACHIEVEMENTS

TAEKWONDO
In November, Jack and Joshua
competed in the Taekwondo British
Open Championships in
Manchester. Joshua followed in
his big brother’s footsteps, winning
gold in Kyorugi (Sparring) and
became British Open Champion in
his section. Congratulations to both
boys in their ongoing achievements
in Taekwondo.

MORE TAEKWONDO SUCCESS

Jayden Devlin, who is also performing to a very high standard in
Taekwondo, gained silver at the opening Taekwondo Championship at
Manchester against a young person from Iceland. She only just missed out
on gold.

In January, the Maths Department moved to its permanent home in the new
building, and with our fantastic new facilities we wanted the students to
contribute towards new classroom displays. Linking with our work on statistics,
we asked some Year 7 classes to conduct their own investigations and to create
posters with their findings. Year 7s
surveyed students’ favourite sports,
cuisines, afterschool clubs, and holiday
destinations, to name just a few, and
it was a lovely way for new students
to get to know a bit more about their
classmates. The students were
required to make two way tables of the
information they had gathered, as well
as to represent this data on bar and pie
charts, and a prize was given to those
students whose work was chosen for
the display. Congratulations to Evie
Church, whose work is photographed
here!

SUDOKU CLUB & CHESS CLUB

Each Wednesday lunchtime over 30 Year 7
students come along to Sudoku Club, with another
regular group of chess enthusiasts attending a club
on Fridays. Sudoku and chess enhance students’
logic and problem solving strategies, and it has
been fantastic to see students helping one another
and gradually approaching harder puzzles. We have
some brilliant Sudoku solvers who are now racing
each other to be the first to complete
puzzles. However, many of the pupils had never tried Sudoku before, and it is lovely that they
continue to come along each week and build their
confidence with a new skill. It is always a highlight
of my week!

YEAR 7 RETREAT: “VOICES FOR CHOICES” NOVEMBER 2019
During the Autumn term Year
7 pupils and tutors
participated in an engaging,
motivating and thoughtprovoking retreat with YMT at
the Emmaus Village, Consett.
The pupils and staff
participated in a range of
’activities’ including drama sessions, teamwork tasks, games
and challenges. The groups
also discussed ideas around
the imagery of God. In the
evening reflection pupils where given the opportunity to consider how the ‘Voice’
and guidance of people around us influence and shape our development, and how
we need to focus on the ‘here and now’ of each day and within the reality of our
own world, rather than social media. We would like to thank the pupils for their
amazing input and efforts throughout the retreat, the sharing of stories and sweet!
Also a huge thanks to the YMT team for their organisation and guidance during our
stay.

MATHS
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PI DAY
World Pi Day is celebrated on the 14th March every year (3.14). Key Stage 3 students
are being set the challenge to see how many digits of π they can memorise. They will
have the opportunity on Friday March 13th to compete against each other. Who will
be able to beat the record set last year by Laura Konopka who successfully recalled
100 digits of pi?
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A CHRISTMAS CAROL PERFORMANCE BY QUANTUM

ENGLISH

AWE-INSPIRING ANTHOLOGIES
Pupils in Year 9 created their
own poetry
anthology based on the
theme of relationships. The
independent project allowed
them to utilise their creative
talents through compiling a
book of poetry carefully selected and illustrated. Many
students also included their
own original poems based
on the relationships they
have experienced in their lives so far. Students were very enthusiastic about
the project and there were many outstanding anthologies created.

Y8 AND Y9 REWARD TRIP TO LONDON
On Thursday 27th-Friday 28th February, a
group of students went on our reward trip
to London. These students were selected by
their teacher as having shown excellent effort
and achievement in English. Whilst in London,
pupils visited the Globe theatre, took part in
a drama workshop, visited the Museum of
London, watched a performance of Wicked in
the West End and enjoyed a delicious meal at
the Rainforest Café. The trip will help
students to excel in their study of
Shakespeare this half term, as well as
rewarding them for all of their hard work so
far.

On a busy first day back after Christmas, we were very
lucky to host visiting theatre company Quantum who
delivered an entertaining and engaging performance
of A Christmas Carol to Year 10 and 11 pupils. It was
energetic and fast paced, with a good dash of humour,
proving a great revision tool for both Year groups as
they prepare for the upcoming literature paper on this
key GCSE text. It was great to hear pupils whispering
key quotes along with the actors at times and gives us
confidence in their developing knowledge.

MEDIA CLUB MEETS EVERY THURSDAY LUNCHTIME
We are a group of around 20 Year 7 pupils who have an
interest in the varying forms of media. This is
increasingly important in the world that we live in, as
our daily lives are inundated with information from
various sources. We have been learning about different
forms of media and have planned and created film
trailers which we edited and screened, before moving
on to our current project, creating magazine covers.

ROALD DAHL DAY COMPETITION
Although the competition was fierce as we had so many
creative treats from year 7 and 8 pupils. I’m delighted to
say that the winners of the Roald Dahl Competition were
from 8 St Peter and Paul, Raine Longstaff, Nicole Micallef
and Evie Hill. The girls made their own puppets, wrote
a story in the style of Roald Dahl and performed their
puppet show before making the finished product into a
home-made illustrated book! Their attention to detail was
fantastic.

YEAR 6 OPEN EVENING

In October, it was the school’s open annual evening, and
parents and pupils from primary schools in the area were
invited to see what our wonderful school had to offer and
given the opportunity to meet our hard-working teachers.
After passing the talking door knocker on the second floor
of A block, visitors found themselves in the fog-shrouded
heart of the English department where they came face to
face with vampires, mad scientists, jilted brides and miserly
money lenders - the most famous characters from Victorian
literature! Needless to say - it was a memorable experience.

ENGLISH

Pupils in Year 8 have created beautiful illustrations of
the poem “Dulce et Decorum Est”. Students were really
passionate about the poem and angered at the
propaganda that it was created in response to, this
anger shone through in their images.

LONGITUDE EXPLORER PRIZE

SCIENCE CLUB

Four Y10 pupils were provided with the opportunity to participate in the
Longitude Explorer Prize. This is a competition ran by Nesta, in partnership
with the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. This year’s
focus involved how we can use artificial intelligence (AI) to help us to live a
‘greener’ lifestyle. Four students developed the product EcoLog, an app to
help raise awareness of the impact of our diets on the environment, whilst
recommending environmentally friendly alternatives. Students were
successful in obtaining a place in the semi-finals in London.

October was a really exciting time in R.E. At the start of the month we
welcomed Deanna Van Der Velde into school to talk to the Year 10s about
her Jewish faith. Deanna attends the Orthodox Synagogue in Jesmond and
brought a range of brilliant artefacts, stories and even Jewish food for pupils
to try.

During this, students participated in a variety of sessions. These included
workshops on communication skills and how to produce and execute an
elevator pitch for a product, as well as a workshop to develop their idea
further and produce a prototype of EcoLog. Additionally, students
participated in an immersion in AI workshop, as well as having the
opportunity to learn about biosecurity and the ethical considerations
which accompany product design which incorporates AI.
On February 14th, students submitted a presentation which showed how
the semi-finals day influenced their initial idea. Additionally, the girls created
a two-minute video which discussed their motivation for taking part in the
competition. We will find out mid-March whether the girls have reached the
final. They have worked incredibly hard and should be very proud of their
achievements!

SCIENCE

SCIENCE
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GCSE CLASSICAL CIVILISATION

A group of Year 8 pupils also went
to Mount Grace priory, an English
Heritage Carthusian Monastery, to
learn more about the lives of
medieval monks. Pupils had a
wonderful day and enjoyed a walk
around the gardens and pond.

From September 2019, twenty-eight Year 9s have
been studying GCSE Classical Civilisation in their
own time (Monday and Thursday lunchtimes and
after school on Wednesdays) with Mr McLeod.
The students are covering the entire course in one
year and will sit their exams in June 2020. They’ve
worked incredibly hard from the very beginning and
have dealt with the complex lineage of the various
Greek and Roman gods and goddesses really well!
Students have so far investigated the key figures
in Greek and Roman mythology; the design and
function of Greek and Roman temples, including the
Parthenon and Pantheon; the foundation stories of Rome and Athens; how the Greeks and
Romans used art and architecture (such as the friezes on the Parthenon in Athens and the
Ara Pacis and the Augustus of Prima Porta statue in Rome) to demonstrate power; and the
differing views on the afterlife in Ancient Greek and Roman culture. Students will shortly be
moving on to life in Rome, including the Colosseum and the Circus Maximus, before tackling
the real exams this summer!

HISTORY FILM CLUB
In November, pupils involved in Armed Service
cadet groups attended a ceremony at the
Cenotaph in central Stockton. A local retired
Colonel gave a wonderful talk about the
sacrifices local men made during the war and
pupils laid poppy crosses and recited prayers for
those who lost their lives fighting for our country.

Through the ‘Into Film’ programme, Year 10 students have been
spending two lunchtimes a week with Mr York watching various
award-winning films based on historical events. Students have
so far been treated to viewings of ‘Denial’, the BAFTA nominated
film depicting Holocaust denier David Irving’s attempt to sue a
Holocaust scholar for libel; and ‘Selma’, the multi-award winning
dramatisation of the 1965 Selma to Montgomery voting rights
marches led by James Bevel, Hosea Williams, Martin Luther King
Jr., and John Lewis.

DEBATING SOCIETY
In February, Fr. Smith came into school to speak to pupils about vocations and
employment. As a serving priest in our diocese, Fr. Smith talked about his own
vocation to the priesthood but also shared with pupils how service can be carried out
in other roles of employment.

By popular demand, Debating Society returned last half term for Year 8 and Year 9 students.
On Tuesday lunchtimes, students have had the opportunity to formulate and air their opinions
on a range of subjects from capital punishment to introducing compulsory vegetarianism, and
from euthanasia to longer school days.

HISTORY
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October was a really exciting time
in R.E. At the start of the month we
welcomed Deanna Van Der Velde into
school to talk to the Year 10s about
her Jewish faith. Deanna attends the
Orthodox Synagogue in Jesmond and
brought a range of brilliant artefacts,
stories and even Jewish food for
pupils to try.

GEOGRAPHY

YEAR 7S TAKE ON FIELDWORK INVESTIGATIONS
Year 7 have been taking Geography outdoors as
part of their fieldwork investigation on
microclimates. Pupils have been investigating
where would be the best site in school to place
both solar panels and a wind turbine. This is their
first experience of fieldwork and all pupils seemed
to enjoy bringing Geography to life. Pupils have
clearly seen links to potential future careers with
this investigation.

GEOGRAPHY CLUB
This term in Geography Club, we have been focusing on a
project around building model volcanoes, with the hope once
complete to let them erupt. It is mainly Year 7s partaking in
this project. But it’s an excellent way for them to build up thier
geographical knowledge, as they don’t study volcanoes until
Year 9. This project involves pupils to work in groups, they
designed and prepared what materials they will need and are
currently halfway through constructing them. Once
constructed, we will consider the science behind them and let
them explode. This overlap of subjects will be beneficial for
thier overall academic achievement and will hopefully allow
the pupils to see the crossovers that curriculums have.

14 students from Geography Club ranging from Year 7 to Year 10 went to Vue cinema in
Darlington to see the new premiere of the film 2040. Ella Grace-Martin from 7STP wrote this
review:

On the 6th November 2019, most of Mr Horner’s Geography club
went to the VUE cinema in Darlington to see the film 2040. The film
was 1 hr and 32 minutes long, it was a film about a man who was worried about his young daughter’s future, filmmaker Damon Gameau
travels the world in search of new approaches and solutions to global
warming/climate change. He hopes that when she is 21 years old in
the year 2040, she will face a hopeful future. It looks to the future
but it is vitally important right now. He explores what the future would look like by the year
2040 if we embraced solutions that are available to us to improve our planet. It is structured
by writing a visual letter to his 4-year-old daughter to create a vision board for his daughter
and the planet. Everyone who went on the trip had a very good time and would give the film a
great review.

In January, the Computer Science department
hosted the Cyberfirst competition for Year 8 girls.
We run this competition on an annual basis.
The competition is organised by GCHQ who are
responsible for providing intelligence to the UK
government and armed forces. Forty girls in our
school took part in the competition which tests
students on networking, cyber security, logic and
coding and encryption.
One team made it to the semi-final stage which was hosted at GCHQ
Scarborough, where they competed against the top 35 teams in the North of
England for a place in the Grand Final. Although we didn’t make the final, we had
a lot of fun and learnt new things about cyber security.

RUBIKS CLUB
Rubik’s Club takes place every Monday in CS3 with Miss Gilliland and is attended by
approximately 25 students in Years 7-9. Students can come along and receive help
and advice whilst solving their own cube. New cubers are shown how to use the
16-stage algorithm solve a 3X3 Rubik’s Cube. Guidance comes in various forms from
written instructions, to video tutorials, to hands on 1-2-1
demonstrations from more experienced cubers.
Since September, Lacey Lambert in Year 7 has not only solved
her first 3X3 Rubik’s Cube but has improved her solve time
from 6 minutes and 35 seconds to 1 minute and 31 seconds.
Our current speed cuber for the 3X3 is Jack Sill in year 8 who
has got his time down to an amazing 29 seconds!
Currently our speed cubers are Harvey Turner 12.77 seconds,
Sasha Amaci 13.65 seconds and Fynlay Prior 13.89 seconds.
Students can also choose to solve other types of Cube
including the 2x2,4x4, 5x5, 360 Pyramid and Twist to name but a few.
There are many benefits to solving a Rubik’s Cube such as improving memory,
patience, developing problem solving skills, keeping the mind active, improved finger
dexterity and agility and finally that it is an awesome conversation starter!

COMPUTER SCIENCE
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THE EUROPEAN DAY OF LANGUAGES
26TH SEPTEMBER 2020
A competition was held in MFL to celebrate the European Day of Languages which takes place on 26th September. This year students were asked to
design a logo that could become the official design for the European Day of
Languages 2020 t-shirt. We received a huge number of fantastic designs from
our students (see below). However, the overall winner was Annie Finch (8STP)
whose design represented love and care for each other across all nations.

PENPAL LETTERS
Y8STJ Spanish have written lovely letters using
their best Spanish to a group of 19 Spanish
pupils living in Alicante. These pupils have been
learning English and are currently taught by Ms
Garcia’s sister in Spain. Both groups of students
loved the idea of making new international
friends and they were really enthusiastic about
the letter exchange –they wanted to know
everything about each other!!
It was lovely our students trying to reach out to people from other countries and
were really keen on learning more about their life and culture. 8STJ have already
sent their first letter to Spain and are currently waiting for the reply from their
new Spanish friends!

MFL CAREERS

FRENCH / SPANISH HOMEWORK CLUB

Every Tuesday lunchtime students are invited to the MFL department so that they
can receive help and guidance with their homework tasks. Teachers are on hand to
provide support and the classrooms provide a quiet space for the students to
practice their MFL learning or complete their homework tasks. Here are some
examples of the fabulous work produced by our students:

This term, we will make students aware
of the possibilities available if they decide
to pursue a career in MFL. Studying
languages has a lot of benefits (it also
makes your English better!) and it
improves your personal, interpersonal
and social skills, which makes you more
employable!

LEARNING HOW TO PRAY IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
To help our students to develop their accents and to celebrate our faith we have
started to introduce some prayers in French and Spanish. The students are now
familiar with making the sign of the cross in French or Spanish and we are going to be
introducing the Lord’s prayer and Hail Mary.

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES

MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES
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INCLUSIVE SPORT AND TRAINING

INFINITE AIR TRIP

Over the past few half terms, we have seen a great uptake in inclusive competitions.
Our pupils have taken part in various leadership opportunities and have been training
to be leaders by helping with various competitions within Stockton. Pupils have been
learning valuable life skills through sport which they can transfer into their school life
and future careers. However, one of the schools most fantastic achievements this
academic year is from eight pupils who took part in the Stockton Inclusive Boccia
Competition. We sent two teams which came back to school having achieved gold and
silver. Pupils will now progress through to the Inclusive Tees Valley Finals which will
be held in Darlington at The Dolphin Centre. We have lots of Inclusive Competitions
to come soon and hope we can continue to excell in this area. Well done to all pupils
involved.

Students who were seen to be displaying the
school’s virtues within PE were rewarded
with a trip to Infinite Air trampoline park last
term. The evening saw students challenge
each other in dodge ball games and display
their strength as they battled to be the king
and queen of the beam in gladiator games.
They also jumped from great heights onto
the air bag and displayed superb skills on the
trampolines. Overall, a tremendous amount of
well-deserved fun was had.

SKI TRIP – LOFER, AUSTRIA
Over February half term, we took 43 pupils to
Lofer, Austria for the annual Ski Trip. The pupils
were all amazing on the slopes and some even
progressed onto the hardest slopes, which
is excellent for their first-time skiing. On the
evenings, the pupils took part in a bowling
competition, got to explore an Austrian Village
and watched a spectacular Ski Show. On the
fourth day of skiing, the pupils took part in a
slalom race which became very competitive - it
was great to watch! Overall, it was a successful
ski trip for all, and we look forward to what
next year has to offer.

YEAR 9 FOOTBALL COUNTY CUP

Huge congratulations to the Year 9 Football Team, who are now through to the Semi Finals of
the County Cup after an exhilarating Quarter Final against Laurence Jackson. Our Lady and St
Bede were down 3-0 in the first 10 minutes. After an amazing comeback, they took the game
to extra time. Laurence Jackson seemed to snatch a winner in the last couple of minutes;
however, their victory was denied by a very late equalizer which took the game to penalties.
Our boys were calm under pressure and scored 4 out of 4, whereas Laurence Jackson only
managed 2 out of 4. Good Luck to our team in the next round, where they will face Macmillan
Academy.

CROSS COUNTRY REGIONAL FINALS
Two pupils from Our Lady and St Bede reached a fantastic
achievement by getting through to the Cross-Country Regional
Finals to represent Cleveland Schools. Jennifer Iceton and Jessica
Thomas were the only pupils from Our Lady and St Bede to
represent the County in Cumbria. Jessica finished 19th but
unfortunately Jennifer had to pull out during the race due to injury.
Both girls are set to have a fantastic future within the PE
Department. We look forward to seeing what they can achieve
next!

HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT
This term, all KS3 students have studied a range
of topics in Holistic Development including: Diet,
Physical, Mental and Social Benefits of Exercise, and
the Human Body. One topic that the students have
particularly enjoyed has been First Aid and learning
full CPR. All students were given the opportunity
to practise putting bandages on their casualty and
practise CPR skills on the bags provided by the British
Heart Foundation.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HOLISTIC DEVELOPMENT
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SAITHES
Year 10 Fine Art students
visited the seaside village of
Staithes. Students had an
inspiring talk by the gallery
owner and viewed work by
local artists. Students made
a number of drawing studies
which they will use in class
to develop their own work.
We all had a lovely day and
even managed to get an ice
cream!

YR10 PHOTOGRAPHY
Pupils from Year 10 Photography went to the historical and cultural sites of
Penshaw Monument, Angel of the North and The Baltic Art Gallery. The trip
culminated in a walk around the bridges of Gateshead and Newcastle,
providing pupils with lots of opportunities to take photographs for their ‘Urban
Architecture’ GCSE coursework. Work shown from Alesha Mwa, Ellie Ford, Kiah
Kosoros and Jasmine Metcalfe.

THE NORTHERN SCHOOL OF ART
We had a successful trip to The Northern
School of Art with Year 11 Textiles. Students
took part in a Paper Manipulation Workshop, creating wonderful garments which
will help to develop their Construction
Project. The students worked exceptionally
hard throughout the day and the outcomes
speak for themselves!

TATE LIVERPOOL
In January, the Year 10 Three-Dimensional
Design pupils visited Tate Liverpool to see the
OP ART IN FOCUS EXHIBITION. Pupils viewed
work by Bridget Riley, Jesus Rafael Soto and
Victor Vasarely, who all combined lines,
geometric shapes and eye-popping colour to
create artworks that fool the eye. Pupils will use
this as inspiration for their own work.

NATIONAL SATURDAY CLUB
We are delighted that 12 of our talented Year
10 pupils have received a place on the National
Saturday Club ran by The Sorrell Foundation. The
Fashion & Business Saturday Clubs cover multiple
areas and techniques, from materials technology
and trend-forecasting to fashion journalism and
retail management. Pupils will also look at the
fashion calendar and consider ethical issues such
as sustainable sourcing and intellectual property.
Masterclasses and workshops with top fashion professionals and companies give an
up-to-the-minute picture of the workings of the industry and its current
opportunities. Well done and good luck to Alesha Mwa, Danielle Buco, Aleksandra
Korzownik, Feyi Fadahunsi, Molly Hutchinson, Amelia Skipp, Freya Whitehouse, Paige
Townsend, Gashirai Muyezwa, Aidan Thompson, Evie Wells and Isabelle Buckley.

ART, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

ART, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY
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ATTENDANCE

At Our Lady and St Bede, we want all of our pupils to attend school every day
so that they give themselves the best chance of being successful. Research
has shown that those pupils with 100% attendance are more likely to secure
the best grades at GCSE.
More specifically, those with no absence are 1.5 times more likely to achieve
5 or more GCSEs at grades 9-4 (or equivalent) and are almost 3 times more
likely to achieve 5 or more GCSEs at 9-4 (or equivalent) including English and
Mathematics, compared to those pupils missing 15-20% of lessons.
We want all our pupils to aim for 100% attendance and to take every opportunity to be successful and prepare for the road ahead. This half term we have
focused on rewarding pupils with 100% attendance; next half term we will
look to reward those who are most improved.

Did you know?
When pupils attend school they:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can achieve their full potential
Have better career prospects
Learn how to look after
themselves and be healthy
Grow in confidence
Keep up with work and
homework
Make new friends

Pupils record their attendance each week in form time. Please remember - every day
counts!

Over the coming months, the school has exciting plans to
open a significantly larger and more suitable school library
service in order for students to have a unique space to read
and discover a love of books and stories. Therefore, from
Monday, 2 March 2020 until Friday, 6 March 2020, students at
Our Lady and St Bede took part in the ‘Read for Bede’
fundraising event, which aimed to raise money for the
purchase of a substantial number of new books for the new
library.
The week was launched with an assembly during which Mr McLeod identified
the twenty books that have had the biggest impact on his life and Miss Baxter explained the huge academic, social and mental health benefits that reading brings.
Throughout the week, students were encouraged to read a myriad of different
books during form time, in English lessons and at home in order to raise money –
and they did not disappoint!
Staff were also hugely involved; they all participated by sharing their favourite
books, which were displayed on the classroom doors of every member of staff.
The staff also dressed up as their favourite characters for World Book Day! The
week ended with a ‘shelfie’ quiz, where students tried to match photographs of
bookshelves with the members of staff they belonged to. The winning student
was rewarded – with a book of course!

READ FOR BEDE

Improving rates of pupils’ attendance is very much our focus at Our Lady and
St Bede. Good attendance is linked to both pupils’ happiness and their academic achievements in school.
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Not only have you grown academically during your time here, but also personally and spiritually. You have developed deeply in character, into young people
who we are very proud of and have wonderful gifts which we are confident
will make a huge impact on our world.
Thank you for the joy and friendship you have brought to our school during
your five years with us. We wish you all the very best of luck and we know you
will all be successful in the next exciting stage of your lives.

We are always trying to improve our conduits for communication with parents,
please see our following means to communicate:
My Ed App- Our app is updated daily with your child’s homework, enrichment
clubs, and important notices.
Weekly Email- Our weekly email will keep you updated with all the key events
taking place in school and any important reminders.
Website- We are in the process of re-designing our website, we aim to be
finished by the summer term. www.ourladyandstbede.org.uk
Facebook- Our Facebook page is regularly updated with pupil achievements and
events, please keep updated at www.facebook.com/ourladyandstbede/
Email: enquiries@ourladyandstbede.org.uk
As of September 2019 we have a new governing body;
Sara Crawshaw - Chair of Governors
Michael Lee - Vice Chair
Mo Wilkinson - Headteacher
Fr Jeffrey Dodds
Maria Wilson
Anne O’Brien
Alexandra McVeigh - Staff Governor
Rev Deacon Jeff Parkes
Andrew Gardner
If you would like to find out more information visit our website.

COMMUNICATION

GOODBYE YEAR 11

On behalf of all of the staff at Our Lady and St Bede, we would like to wish our
Year 11 pupils a fond farewell. We have been extremely pleased with the hard
work and effort you have put in throughout the year, in preparation for your
examinations.

